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REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

Pursuant to FED. R. APP. P. 8(a), the Judges of Harris County Criminal Courts 

at Law 1–13 and 15 (“Fourteen Judges”) respectfully move for an emergency stay 

pending appeal of Sections 7, 8, 9, and 16 of the District Court’s Amended Order of 

Preliminary Injunction, App.1 (“Revised PI” or “revised injunction”). Just last 

month, this Court vacated the District Court’s original preliminary injunction 

ordering the release of misdemeanor arrestees who cannot afford money bail, 

holding that purely procedural relief was sufficient to remedy the purely procedural 

constitutional violation that this Court had found. ODonnell v. Harris County, 892 

F.3d 147, 163 (5th Cir. 2018). Indeed, this Court took the highly unusual step of 

framing a model preliminary injunction, one calling only for procedural protections, 

to guide the District Court’s revisions to its original order. Nevertheless, the District 

Court has now entered a revised preliminary injunction that defies this Court’s 

mandate and once again requires Harris County to release misdemeanor arrestees 

who cannot afford money bail, although it applies to a somewhat smaller class of 

arrestees. This relief is based on a new legal theory that the District Court candidly 

admits was not presented to it during the preliminary injunction hearing or to this 

Court during the Fourteen Judges’ recent appeal of that preliminary injunction. 

Absent a stay entered before 12:01 a.m. on Monday, July 30, 2018, the 

challenged provisions of the District Court’s revised injunction will take effect. 
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Revised PI, App.9. On July 10, 2018, The Fourteen Judges asked the District Court 

to stay Sections 7, 8, 9, and 16 of its injunction pending appeal, or in the alternative 

to stay those provisions long enough to permit this Court a reasonable time to 

consider a stay application. On July 25, 2018, the Fourteen Judges asked in a letter 

to the Court with a copy to opposing counsel that the District Court rule on their 

pending motion. However, the District Court has not ruled on the motion, 

necessitating this emergency filing the business day before the injunction will take 

effect. 

The Fourteen Judges also respectfully request that the Court immediately 

enter an administrative stay of Sections 7, 8, 9, and 16 of the revised injunction while 

the Court considers and rules on the application for a stay pending appeal. (The 

Fourteen Judges do not seek any stay of the remaining sections of the revised 

injunction. Those provisions should supplant the invalidated initial preliminary 

injunction, which has for the past year required Harris County to release virtually all 

misdemeanor arrestees within 24 hours of arrest, regardless of the arrestee’s risk 

profile.) 

Finally, the Fourteen Judges respectfully move for leave to exceed the 5,200-

word limit of FED. R. APP. P. 27(d)(2). This oversize motion is necessary because of 

the lengthy procedural history of this case, and because of the number and 
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complexity of the legal issues arising from this Court’s preliminary injunction 

opinion and the District Court’s revised injunction. 

Pursuant to Fifth Circuit Rule 27.3, undersigned counsel certifies that the facts 

set forth in this motion are true and complete to the best of counsel’s knowledge and 

that the filing of this motion was preceded by a telephone call to the Clerk’s office 

and to counsel for the remaining parties advising them of the intent to file this 

motion. Defendants Harris County, Eric Hagstette, Joseph Licata, III, Ronald 

Nicholas, Blanca Estela Villagomez, and Jill Wallace do not oppose the relief sought 

in this motion, and they will not respond. Defendant Judge Jordan opposes the stay 

requests but not the request to exceed the word limit, and he will not respond. 

Defendants Judge Fields and Sheriff Gonzalez did not respond to our requests for 

their position. Plaintiffs-Appellees oppose all of the relief sought in this motion and 

will file a response. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although “[b]ail … is basic to our system of law,” Schilb v. Kuebel, 404 U.S. 

357, 365 (1971), Plaintiffs believe that because some arrestees cannot afford to 

provide secured money bail as sufficient sureties for their release, the centuries-old 

money bail system must be abolished. In April 2017, the District Court did just that, 

entering a preliminary injunction that, as this Court put it, “amounts to the outright 

elimination of secured bail for indigent misdemeanor arrestees.” ODonnell, 892 F.3d 
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at 163. More specifically, the District Court required Harris County to release, within 

24 hours of arrest, virtually all misdemeanor arrestees who say that they cannot 

afford secured money bail. Vacated PI, App.52-55. 

Last month, this Court held that the District Court’s “sweeping injunction is 

overbroad,” and must be vacated and replaced with a new preliminary injunction. 

ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 163. By ordering the outright release of arrestees, this Court 

held, the preliminary injunction created “a significant mismatch between the district 

court’s procedure-focused legal analysis and the sweeping injunction it 

implemented.” Id. This Court held that “the equitable remedy necessary to cure the 

constitutional infirmities arising under [the Due Process and Equal Protection] 

clauses is the same,” and consists only of implementation of “the constitutionally-

necessary procedures to engage in a case-by-case evaluation of a given arrestee’s 

circumstances, taking into account the various factors required by Texas state law 

(only one of which is ability to pay).” Id. (emphasis added). This Court set forth, in 

extraordinary detail, a model injunction that “represents the sort of modification that 

would be appropriate,” though the Court “le[ft] the details to the district court’s 

discretion.” Id. at 164. This model injunction, consistent with the panel’s analysis, 

did not require Harris County to release any arrestee, but rather prescribed only 

“constitutionally-necessary procedures,” i.e., “notice, an opportunity to be heard and 
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submit evidence within 48 hours of arrest, and a reasoned decision by an impartial 

decisionmaker.” Id. at 163. 

The District Court’s revised preliminary injunction violates this Court’s 

mandate and once again requires Harris County to release misdemeanor arrestees 

who cannot afford to post secured money bail. The revised injunction does so in at 

least three ways. 

First, Section 7 of the revised injunction requires Harris County to release, 

“promptly” after arrest, an entire class of indigent misdemeanor arrestees, i.e., those 

arrestees who are eligible, under local law, to a presumption of release on unsecured 

bond. Revised PI § 7, App.4-5. In fact, in one respect, the revised injunction is even 

more sweeping and overbroad than the vacated original preliminary injunction. The 

vacated injunction permitted the County to detain indigent arrestees for up to 24 

hours so that a magistrate could impose non-financial conditions of release (such as 

requiring a protective order, drug testing, or an interlock device). Vacated PI, 

App.52-53. In contrast, the revised injunction requires that indigent arrestees 

covered by Section 7 “must promptly be released” on unsecured bond, and the court 

defined “promptly” as “the same time frame of release that a misdemeanor arrestee 

who is able to pay secured money bail would receive.” Revised PI § 7, App.4-5 

(emphasis added); see also Revised PI Opinion, App.12.  
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As a practical matter, arrestees who promptly post secured money bond are 

released within hours of arrest. As a result, even though this Court held that the 

County may detain arrestees up to 48 hours to provide them with individualized bail 

hearings, ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 160, the revised preliminary injunction requires the 

County to release indigent arrestees covered by Section 7 within hours of arrest, 

prior to an individualized hearing. The District Court indicated that there would be 

no equal protection violation if the County detained all arrestees, including those 

who have posted the requisite secured money bond, for 48 hours to ensure that no 

arrestee is released earlier than arrestees who cannot afford secured money bail and 

thus have provided no surety whatsoever. See Proposed Revised PI Opinion, App.41. 

Of course, such a regime is untenable for it would violate the rights of those arrestees 

who have provided sufficient sureties and thus have a liberty interest in immediate 

release, as this Court recognized. See ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 158.  

Second, Sections 8 and 9 of the revised injunction require Harris County to 

immediately release another class of misdemeanor arrestees, i.e., those arrestees who 

have not received an individualized hearing within 48 hours of arrest. Revised PI 

§§ 8, 9, App.5-6. Although this Court held that arrestees have a right to an 

individualized bail hearing within 48 hours of arrest, ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 160, this 

Court did not hold that arrestees who do not receive a timely hearing are 

automatically entitled to immediate release, no matter how extraordinary the 
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circumstances why they did not receive the hearing. To the contrary, the Court 

derived the 48-hour requirement from County of Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 

44, 53 (1991), which held that arrestees do not have an automatic right to release if 

they have been detained for 48 hours without a probable cause hearing, id. at 57, and 

this Court expressly forbade any “expansion of the right already afforded detainees 

under the Fourth Amendment by McLaughlin,” ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 160. The 

District Court, however, has expanded the right afforded in McLaughlin and this 

Court’s preliminary injunction opinion by granting arrestees a right to automatic 

release at the 48-hour mark. 

Third, Section 16 of the revised injunction requires that the two release orders 

discussed above apply even to “misdemeanor arrestees who are rearrested on 

misdemeanor charges only or on warrants for failing to appear while released before 

trial on bond (either secured or unsecured).” Revised PI § 16, App.8. Thus, even 

though this Court did not authorize injunctive relief requiring the release of any 

arrestee, the revised injunction requires release to the point of creating a revolving 

door, requiring the indiscriminate release even of those arrestees with a proven track 

record of failing to appear, and indeed even of those arrestees who were rearrested 

while at large after failing to appear. 

In addition to violating this Court’s mandate, the revised injunction is 

inconsistent with the foundational decisions of the Supreme Court and this Court 
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governing pretrial bail. By providing greater relief than what this Court held is 

necessary to remedy the constitutional violations found, the revised preliminary 

injunction transgresses bedrock limitations on a federal court’s power to enter 

equitable relief against state officers and institutions. The District Court’s release 

order also violates the abstention requirement of Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37 

(1971), and the limitations on federal court authority in Section 1983 lawsuits set 

forth in Preiser v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 475 (1973). Moreover, Plaintiffs’ claims seek 

relief from excessive bail and are therefore cognizable only, if at all, under the Eighth 

Amendment, not the Fourteenth Amendment. Even if the Fourteenth Amendment 

governed, that Amendment does not require the mandatory release of arrestees who 

cannot afford money bail or who are detained for up to 48 hours before receiving an 

individualized hearing. 

Finally, the equitable factors weigh in favor of a stay, essentially as a matter 

of law. Plaintiffs cannot possibly suffer prejudice from a stay because this Court has 

already held that “the equitable remedy necessary to cure the constitutional 

infirmities” found at the preliminary injunction stage does not include the District 

Court’s release orders. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 163. By contrast, the harm to 

Appellants and the public is great, because the revised preliminary injunction 

threatens public safety and enjoins Texas state and local law. 
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STATEMENT 

I. Harris County’s Bail System. 

Trials do not immediately follow arrest; important procedural protections and 

practical limitations on the administration of justice ensure that time elapses between 

arrest and trial. This leaves States with a basic dilemma: how to facilitate pretrial 

release of arrestees while simultaneously ensuring that those who are released can 

be trusted to return to court for criminal proceedings and behave lawfully while at 

large? For centuries, money bail addressed this problem. Money bail provides a 

mechanism for release, while also providing a financial incentive—a surety—for 

arrestees to appear, lest they (or their loved ones) forfeit a sum of money. Money 

bail has been recognized as a liberty promoting device since the days of Magna 

Carta, and it remains an integral part of criminal justice systems in our country.1 

Harris County, Texas, like jurisdictions from coast to coast, has such a liberty-

promoting money bail system. The Texas Constitution provides that most 

misdemeanor arrestees are “bailable by sufficient sureties.” TEX. CONST. art. I, § 11. 

This guarantee “does not create an automatic right to pretrial release,” but rather 

                                                           
1 Outlawing money bail leaves States a choice of either releasing arrestees on 

personal recognizance or detaining them until trial. Elimination of money bail often 
results in increased rates of pretrial detention, thus undermining rather than 
promoting pretrial liberty. See, e.g., Lynh Bui, Reforms intended to end excessive 
cash bail in Md. are keeping more in jail longer, report says, WASH. POST (July 2, 
2018), https://goo.gl/aNbLso.  
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permits release only when arrestees provide “sufficient sureties” to ensure that they 

will appear for trial and not endanger public safety. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 158. 

Texas law contemplates two principle types of sureties: a “bail bond” (i.e., 

secured money bail) and a “personal bond” (i.e., unsecured bond, akin to release on 

personal recognizance). TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 17.01; see also ODonnell, 892 

F.3d at 153. “Both secured and unsecured bail may also include nonfinancial 

conditions to assure the detainee’s attendance at future hearings.” ODonnell, 892 

F.3d at 153. 

Bail for misdemeanor arrestees is initially set according to Harris County’s 

bail schedule. Id. When Plaintiffs filed their complaint in 2016, the initial bail 

schedule ascribed an initial bail amount for all misdemeanor offenses, with bail 

ranging from $500 to $5,000, depending on the alleged crime and the arrestee’s 

criminal history. Local Rule 9 (Mar. 2016), App.497.  

Harris County was in the process of reforming its bail system when the 

complaint in this case was filed. See, e.g., Initial PI Opinion, App.172-78. Under the 

County’s current bail schedule, which came into effect on August 10, 2017 (after the 

preliminary injunction hearing), arrestees are classified on a matrix based on the 

alleged crime and their risk score, the latter of which is determined according to the 

Laura and John Arnold Foundation Public Safety Assessment (“the Arnold Tool”) 

based in part on their criminal record and history of non-appearance. Local Rule 9 
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(Aug. 2017), App.460. The current bail schedule groups arrestees into 20 different 

categories. Id. The County Judges have determined that for arrestees who fall within 

seven of those 20 categories, a secured money bond of between $500 and $2,000 

provides sufficient sureties for the arrestee’s release. Id. Arrestees in these seven 

categories who do not post the scheduled secured bond are presumptively—but not 

automatically—eligible for an unsecured personal bond when they appear before a 

magistrate. Id.2  

Arrestees in these seven categories who do not post secured money bail then 

go before a magistrate who determines in the exercise of his or her discretion 

whether to release the arrestee on unsecured personal bond, in accordance with the 

presumption, or to impose secured money bail. See ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 153. To 

facilitate expedited release, arrestees who are presumptively eligible for a personal 

bond under the bond schedule are also generally eligible for “early presentment” to 

a Hearing Officer, which means that a Hearing Officer may determine probable 

cause and grant a personal bond “on the papers,” and thus facilitate release even 

sooner than at an in-person hearing. Banks Decl. ¶ 8, App.442. 

                                                           
2 Arrestees who fall outside these seven categories do not have an initial bail 

amount set at arrest, and they are detained until a magistrate determines bail. Local 
Rule 9 (Aug. 2017), App.460. Arrestees with those offense and risk profiles are 
deemed a sufficiently serious risk that they all must go before a magistrate to 
determine conditions of release. See id. 
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Texas law generally requires a probable cause determination by a magistrate 

within 24 hours of arrest, and if probable cause is found, the magistrate must then 

set bail. TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 17.033(a); Local Rule 4.2.3.1.11 (Aug. 2017), 

App.453. If an arrestee has not been granted a personal bond at early presentment or 

has not otherwise posted bond, the arrestee appears before a Hearing Officer within 

24 hours for both a probable cause determination and a bail setting. If Texas law had 

been permitted to operate absent the District Court’s initial preliminary injunction, 

arrestees would either be released on unsecured personal bond by the Hearing 

Officer or would have the opportunity to post a secured money bond in an amount 

determined by the Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer bail determination is not 

final: “County Judges review the Hearing Officers’ determinations and can adjust 

bail amounts at a ‘Next Business Day’ hearing.” ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 153. 

Arrestees also have the right to ask the County Judge to reconsider its bail setting, 

and they further have the right to seek habeas review of the bail setting. See TEX. 

CODE CRIM. PROC. arts. 11.09, 11.11. Texas law requires magistrates, including both 

Hearing Officers and County Judges, to consider a number of factors when setting 

bail, including the defendant’s ability to pay, the charge, and community safety. Id. 

art. 17.15; ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 153. 
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Arrestees have many procedural protections during their appearances before 

both Hearing Officers and County Judges, including the right to counsel,3 the right 

to appear in person, the right to present argument concerning their ability to pay bail 

and their entitlement to release on a personal bond or on reduced secured money 

bail, the right to hear and respond to the government’s evidence and arguments, and 

the right to an impartial decision-maker who conducts a bona fide individualized 

hearing and makes recorded findings. See, e.g., Villagomez Decl., App.443-44; 

Local Rule 4.3.1 (Aug. 2017), App.454-55.  

In sum, Harris County’s procedural requirements provide arrestees with 

substantially greater protection than the minimal procedures that this Court held to 

be constitutionally sufficient in its prior decision. See ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 163. 

II. The District Court’s Initial Preliminary Injunction and This Court’s 
Decision Invalidating that Injunction. 

 
1. The operative class action complaint contains a single count alleging 

that Harris County’s bail system violates the Fourteenth Amendment by detaining 

misdemeanor arrestees who cannot afford to pay secured money bail. Amended 

Complaint, App.394. Plaintiffs argued in their complaint that the Constitution flatly 

prohibits bail in excess of what arrestees can afford, alleging that the Constitution 

                                                           
3 Arrestees have a right to counsel during their initial appearance before a 

County Judge. Although not constitutionally required to do so, the County began 
providing counsel during probable cause hearings before a Hearing Officer after the 
District Court entered the preliminary injunction. Villagomez Decl. ¶ 4, App.443.  
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prohibits detaining someone who “cannot afford to pay money bail amounts imposed 

without any inquiry into or findings concerning their present ability to pay.” Id. In 

keeping with this theory, Plaintiffs asked the District Court to enter a preliminary 

injunction prohibiting imposition of secured money bail unless “the person has the 

present ability to pay the amount imposed within 24 hours of arrest.” Proposed 

Injunction, App.505. 

2. After an eight-day evidentiary hearing, the District Court entered a 

preliminary injunction on April 28, 2017. Vacated PI, App.52. Consistent with 

Plaintiffs’ request, the preliminary injunction required Harris County to release, 

within 24 hours of arrest, virtually all misdemeanor arrestees who assert that they 

cannot afford money bail, regardless of the arrestee’s risk profile or history of non-

appearance. Id., App.52-54. The initial preliminary injunction came into effect in 

June 2017, after this Court denied a motion for stay pending appeal, and it has been 

in operation ever since. 

The factual linchpin of the District Court’s release order was the startlingly 

counterintuitive finding that “[n]either secured nor unsecured bonds provide 

meaningfully different financial incentives” for appearance. Initial PI Opinion, 

App.146. Actual experience under the District Court’s initial preliminary injunction, 

however, has wholly refuted this finding. Over the last year, the misdemeanor 

failure-to-appear rates in Harris County have skyrocketed, undermining the 
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County’s ability to operate a functioning criminal justice system. Since the 

preliminary injunction went into effect, 44.65% of arrestees released on unsecured 

bonds pursuant to the preliminary injunction have had bonds forfeited because the 

arrestee failed to appear for a court date, compared to only 9.85% of arrestees who 

provided a secured money bond. Wells Decl. tbl. 1 (May 21, 2018), App.403. The 

numbers are comparable if failure rates are calculated by the number of bonds 

forfeited rather than the number of arrestees who forfeited a bond: 49.3% of 

unsecured bonds issued pursuant to the preliminary injunction have been forfeited 

because the arrestee failed to appear, while only 10.02% of secured money bonds 

were forfeited for that same reason. Wells Decl. ¶¶ 6, 7 & tbl. 1 (May 3, 2018), 

App.438, App.440. Thus arrestees who have been released on unsecured bail under 

the preliminary injunction (i.e., those without financial incentive to appear) were 

five times more likely to fail to appear than those released on secured money bond 

(i.e., those with a financial incentive to appear). This result, of course, accords with 

common sense. 

3. On appeal to this Court, Plaintiffs engaged new lawyers and changed 

their theory of the case. First, although Plaintiffs argued before the District Court 

that the Constitution flatly prohibits bail in excess of what arrestees can afford, they 

abandoned that claim in this Court, arguing instead that “[r]equiring secured money 

bail that a person cannot pay may be constitutional,” so long as the government 
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“demonstrate[s] good reasons for doing so, and … follow[s] appropriate 

procedures.” Brief for Appellees at 2, No. 17-20333 (5th Cir. Aug. 2, 2017) 

(emphasis added). Second, although the District Court emphasized that “the 

plaintiffs’ claims and the court’s conclusions do not rely on substantive due 

process,” Initial PI Opinion, App.212, not only did Plaintiffs raise a substantive due 

process claim for the first time before this Court, they made substantive due process 

their lead and central appellate argument, Brief for Appellees at 17-39.  

4. This Court vacated the initial preliminary injunction mandating the 

release of virtually all misdemeanor arrestees within 24 hours of arrest, and 

remanded with instructions for the District Court to enter a much narrower, purely 

procedural preliminary injunction that authorized the County to take up to 48 hours 

before providing arrestees with an individualized bail hearing. ODonnell, 892 F.3d 

at 163.  

This Court opened its opinion by addressing Defendants’ three threshold 

arguments. First, the Court held that Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (1971), did not 

require abstention because Plaintiffs sought only “improvement of pretrial 

procedures and practice” and the imposition of “ ‘nondiscretionary procedural 

safeguard[s],’ which will not require federal intrusion into pre-trial decisions on a 

case-by-case basis.” ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 156 (quoting Tarter v. Hury, 646 F.2d 

1010, 1013-14 (5th Cir. 1981)). Second, the Court held that Defendants had waived 
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reliance on Preiser v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 475 (1973), a decision holding that 

prisoners seeking release in federal court from state confinement may obtain such 

relief only through a petition for a writ of habeas corpus and not under 42 U.S.C. 

§ 1983, by failing to raise it in opposition to the preliminary injunction motion in the 

District Court. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 157 n.3. Third, the Court held that Plaintiffs 

did not have to bring their claims under the Eighth Amendment because the 

Fourteenth Amendment governs claims concerning the detention of indigent 

arrestees on money bail “without meaningful consideration of other possible 

alternatives ….” Id. at 157 (quoting Pugh v. Rainwater, 572 F.2d 1053, 1057 (5th 

Cir. 1978) (en banc)). 

The Court then addressed the merits of Plaintiffs’ constitutional claims, which 

the Court recognized as sounding only in procedural due process and equal 

protection. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 155, 163; see also Revised PI Opinion, App.27. 

With respect to procedural due process, this Court recognized only a liberty interest 

under State law (rather than federal law) to “a right to bail on ‘sufficient sureties.’ ” 

ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 158 (citing TEX. CONST. art. 1, § 11). Although the District 

Court had recognized a much more capacious state-created interest in “release from 

custody before trial,” this Court held that “[t]his is too broad a reading of the law,” 

for Texas law “does not create an automatic right to pretrial release.” Id. The panel 

held that the state-created liberty interest requires only the procedural protection of 
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individualized consideration of bail determinations, not the substantive remedy of 

outright release. Because the District Court did not clearly err in finding that 

“secured bail orders are imposed almost automatically on indigent arrestees,” 

without the requisite individualized consideration, id. at 159, the panel held, Harris 

County’s procedures were inadequate. 

The panel also reversed the District Court’s holding that arrestees have a 

procedural due process right to a hearing within 24 hours of arrest. “[T]he federal 

due process right entitles detainees to a hearing within 48 hours [of arrest].” Id. at 

160. The Court emphasized that County of Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44 

(1991), held that a probable cause hearing need only occur, as a general rule, within 

48 hours of arrest, and “McLaughlin explicitly included bail hearings within this 

deadline.” ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 160. The Court held that it would not approve “an 

expansion of the right already afforded detainees under the Fourth Amendment by 

McLaughlin.” Id. 

With respect to the Equal Protection Clause, this Court accepted the District 

Court’s finding that Harris County did not provide an “individualized assessment” 

of the appropriate bail in each case, relying instead on a custom and practice of 

“mechanical application of the secured bail schedule.” Id. at 163. This custom and 

practice, the Court held, violates equal protection principles. Id.  
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This Court vacated the preliminary injunction because it found “a significant 

mismatch between the district court’s procedure-focused legal analysis and the 

sweeping injunction it implemented.” Id. The Court explained that the “[t]he 

fundamental source of constitutional deficiency in the due process and equal 

protection analyses is the same: the County’s mechanical application of the secured 

bail schedule without regard for the individual arrestee’s personal circumstances.” 

Id. The “sweeping injunction” was thus “overbroad,” for instead of requiring the 

constitutionally necessary procedural safeguards to justify money bail, it effectively 

required “the outright elimination of secured bail for indigent misdemeanor 

arrestees.” Id. The Court explained that this “remedy makes some sense if one 

assumes a fundamental substantive due process right to be free from any form of 

wealth-based detention. But, as the foregoing analysis establishes, no such right is 

in view.” Id. 

The Court instead held that “the equitable remedy necessary to cure the 

constitutional infirmities arising under both clauses is the same: the County must 

implement the constitutionally-necessary procedures to engage in a case-by-case 

evaluation of a given arrestee’s circumstances, taking into account the various 

factors required by Texas state law (only one of which is ability to pay).” Id. The 

Court specified that “[t]hese procedures are: notice, an opportunity to be heard and 
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submit evidence within 48 hours of arrest, and a reasoned decision by an impartial 

decisionmaker.” Id.  

Finally, the Court took the extraordinary step of setting forth in detail a three-

page model injunction that “represents the sort of modification that would be 

appropriate here,” although the Court “le[ft] the details to the district court’s 

discretion.” Id. at 164. The model injunction did not require Harris County to release 

arrestees who cannot afford money bail or who are held more than 48 hours without 

a hearing. Nor did the Court’s model injunction impose any other substantive relief. 

Instead, consistent with the Court’s constitutional analysis, the model injunction 

mandated only procedural relief, requiring Harris County to provide arrestees with 

an individualized hearing within 48 hours of arrest. Id. at 164-66. 

III. The District Court’s Revised Preliminary Injunction. 

1. On remand, the District Court invited the parties to submit proposed 

revised injunctions. The Fourteen Judges asked the District Court to enter this 

Court’s model injunction as-is, emphasizing that this Court had already held that it 

would fully remedy the constitutional violations the Court had found during the 

initial Preliminary Injunction proceeding. Fourteen Judges Proposed Injunction, 

App.256-60. The Plaintiffs, however, asked this Court to enter an injunction that 

once again required Harris County to release immediately after arrest almost every 

single misdemeanor arrestee, except for five narrow categories of arrestees who 
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could be detained until a hearing. Plaintiffs’ Proposed Injunction, App.252-53. 

Plaintiffs’ proposal thus would have eliminated secured money bail for virtually all 

arrestees. Id. 

2. At a June 14, 2018 hearing, Plaintiffs for the very first time proposed a 

new route for Judge Rosenthal to evade this Court’s mandate by requiring the release 

of seven categories of misdemeanor arrestees who are presumed under the County’s 

bail schedule to be eligible for release on an unsecured personal bond. Hearing Tr. 

21 (June 14, 2018), App.294; see supra at 9-12.  

3. After further briefing, on June 29, 2018, the District Court entered a 

revised preliminary injunction adopting Plaintiffs’ proposal requiring the “prompt” 

release of some, but not all, misdemeanor arrestees. In doing so, the Court converted 

the bail schedule’s “presumption” in favor of a personal bond after an individualized 

hearing into an automatic entitlement to release on personal bond before an 

individualized hearing and without regard to the arrestee’s risk or individual 

circumstance. The release provisions of the new injunction will take effect on July 

30, 2018, absent relief from this Court. Revised PI, App.9.  

Section 7 of the revised preliminary injunction requires that every single 

arrestee who is eligible, under the County’s bail schedule, to a presumption of release 

on personal bond “must promptly be released by the County” almost immediately 

after arrest. Id. § 7, App.5. The revised injunction states that “ ‘[p]romptly’ means 
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on the same time frame of release that a misdemeanor arrestee who is able to pay 

secured money bail would receive.” Id. The revised injunction thus requires release 

within hours after arrest. Section 7 then states that the County “may require” that 

these misdemeanor arrestees appear in court for a bail hearing within 48 hours of 

arrest. Id. The revised injunction thus prohibits the County from detaining indigent 

arrestees pending an individualized bail hearing within 48 hours of arrest, as this 

Court specifically authorized in its prior ruling. The District Court stated that the 

relief in Section 7 addresses the supposed “problem of misdemeanor arrestees who 

are not able to pay secured money bail from being detained longer than those able 

to pay secured money bail before receiving a hearing and individual assessment ….” 

Id. 

Sections 8 and 9 of the revised preliminary injunction require that 

misdemeanor arrestees who do not receive an individualized hearing within 48 hours 

“must promptly be released by the County on an unsecured personal bond,” no 

matter the County’s justification for delay beyond 48 hours. Revised PI § 8, App.6; 

see also id. § 9, App.6. Importantly, the Sections 8 and 9 release order applies to all 

arrestees who are not eligible for a presumption of personal bond under the 

governing bond schedule; arrestees who are eligible for the presumption must be 

immediately released pursuant to Section 7 and thus could not be held for 48 hours 

after arrest without an individualized hearing. Accordingly, the releases required by 
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Sections 8 and 9 apply only to a class of arrestees who are detained pending a hearing 

because they are accused of committing a particularly serious misdemeanor offense. 

Finally, Section 16 of the revised injunction makes clear that the release orders 

in Sections 7, 8, and 9 apply equally to arrestees “who are rearrested on misdemeanor 

charges only or on warrants for failing to appear while released before trial on bond 

(either secured or unsecured).” Revised PI § 16, App.8. 4 

On July 10, 2018, the Fourteen Judges noticed an appeal of the revised 

preliminary injunction and moved in the District Court for a stay of Sections 7, 8, 9, 

and 16 pending appeal. On July 25, 2018, the Fourteen Judges once again requested 

that the District Court rule on their motion for a stay pending appeal. The District 

Court has not ruled on the stay motion, and the revised preliminary injunction is 

scheduled to take effect this coming Monday. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

“In determining whether to grant a stay pending appeal, this Court weighs: 

(1) whether the stay applicant has made a strong showing that he is likely to succeed 

on the merits; (2) whether the applicant will be irreparably injured absent a stay; 

                                                           
4 The release orders in Sections 7, 8, and 9 do not apply to the small category 

of arrestees for whom there exists an independent basis for detention (e.g., arrestees 
subject to a formal hold such as a federal immigration detainer or an outstanding 
warrant, arrestees subject to a pending finding of mental competency or who suffer 
from a medical condition that prevents them from participating in the pretrial bail 
system, or arrestees who violated a bond condition in a family violence case under 
TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 17.152, 17.153). See Revised PI §§ 7, 8, 9, App.4-6. 
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(3) whether issuance of a stay will substantially injure the other parties interested in 

the proceeding; and (4) where the public interest lies.” Wood v. Collier, 836 F.3d 

534, 538 (5th Cir. 2016) (quoting Nken v. Holder, 556 U.S. 418, 426 (2009)). 

ARGUMENT 

I. Appellants Are Likely To Succeed on the Merits of Their Appeal. 

A. The Revised Injunction Violates This Court’s Mandate. 

The Fourteen Judges are likely to succeed in this appeal because the District 

Court’s revised preliminary injunction contradicts this Court’s opinion, its model 

injunction, and its mandate. For at least four reasons, the revised injunction goes far 

beyond the procedural relief that this Circuit held was cognizable at this stage and 

was necessary to preserve Plaintiffs’ rights pending trial. 

First, the revised injunction once again requires the outright release of 

arrestees, even though the principal infirmity with the initial preliminary injunction 

was that it required Harris County to release arrestees, and even though this Court 

held that Plaintiffs are not constitutionally entitled to a release order. ODonnell, 892 

F.3d at 163-66. This Court held that the liberty interest at issue in this case—a right, 

under Texas law, to bail only on sufficient sureties—“does not create an automatic 

right to pretrial release.” Id. at 158 (emphasis added). This Court further held that 

the constitutional violations in this case were purely procedural and “the 

constitutionally-necessary procedures” identified in the model injunction would 
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fully “cure the constitutional infirmities.” Id. at 163. The Court held that the previous 

preliminary injunction, providing the substantive remedy of outright release, was 

“overbroad” because “no [substantive] right is in view.” Id. The Court remanded for 

the District Court to “craft a revised injunction—one that is narrowly tailored to cure 

the constitutional deficiencies the district court properly identified,” i.e., mechanical 

application of the bail schedule without an individualized assessment. Id. at 166-67.  

Sections 7, 8, 9, and 16 violate the Fifth Circuit’s mandate by re-imposing an 

overly broad substantive release order rather than entering the narrow procedural 

remedy required by the mandate. Even the District Court, in rejecting Plaintiffs’ 

request that it impose a substantive “strict scrutiny” standard for the state magistrates 

to apply in making bail decisions, recognized that it could not do so because 

Plaintiffs sought a “substantive, not procedural [requirement], which places that 

requirement beyond what the Fifth Circuit remand order appears to allow.” Revised 

PI Opinion, App.16. Nevertheless, the court below entered precisely the same 

substantive relief—a release order—that this Court vacated last time. 

Second, the revised injunction grants new relief to resolve new claims that 

Plaintiffs did not raise before either the District Court or this Court during prior 

proceedings on their preliminary injunction motion. Section 7 addresses the 

supposed “problem of misdemeanor arrestees who are not able to pay secured money 

bail from being detained longer than those able to pay secured money bail before 
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receiving a hearing and individual assessment ….” Revised PI, App.5. Both 

Plaintiffs and the District Court claim that Section 7 is “aimed at addressing a 

problem that arose after the Fifth Circuit proceedings.” Revised PI Opinion, App.18. 

See also Proposed Revised PI Opinion, App.40 (District Court acknowledging that 

“[t]he Fifth Circuit did not address” this alleged equal protection problem). But it 

has always been the case, before and after the prior proceedings in this Court, that 

arrestees who are able to pay secured money bail are promptly released upon 

payment, while those who are unable to pay are ordinarily detained pending an initial 

bail hearing (usually within 24 hours of arrest) at which they may seek release on 

personal bond or on a reduced amount of secured money bail. See Initial PI Opinion, 

App.109-12. Plaintiffs could have included a claim challenging this standard feature 

of Harris County’s bail system (and of bail systems everywhere) in their initial 

preliminary injunction motion, but they chose not to do so. Accordingly, Plaintiffs 

have forfeited or waived this claim for release at the preliminary injunction stage, 

and it cannot form the basis for relief now. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 157 n.3. The relief 

in Section 7 is particularly inappropriate given that Plaintiffs raised this theory for 

the very first time on remand from this Court’s preliminary injunction decision, more 

than a year after the preliminary injunction hearing. See Marshall Durbin Farms, 

Inc. v. National Farmers Org., Inc., 446 F.2d 353, 356-57 (5th Cir. 1971).  
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Moreover, the relief in Section 7 is based on a new legal theory that has never 

previously been raised or addressed. While Plaintiffs have previously argued that the 

Constitution prohibits the detention of arrestees who cannot afford bail at any stage 

of the process, the revised injunction prohibits such detention only prior to an 

individualized hearing, but then permits the prolonged detention of those who cannot 

afford money bail after a hearing. Plaintiffs have not presented any authority for the 

proposition that the Constitution somehow prohibits their alleged “wealth-based 

detention” immediately after arrest and before a hearing, but then permits it after a 

hearing. 

The mandate rule, of course, bars not only re-litigation of issues decided by 

this Court, but also the introduction of new issues on remand, at least during this 

preliminary injunction stage. See, e.g., Henderson v. Stalder, 407 F.3d 351, 354 (5th 

Cir. 2005) (district court’s decision to allow the addition of new claims after remand 

violated the mandate rule); United States v. Campbell, 168 F.3d 263, 265 (6th Cir. 

1999) (“Traditionally, the mandate rule instructs that the district court is without 

authority to expand its inquiry beyond the matters forming the basis of the appellate 

court’s remand.”). Again, the District Court itself acknowledged this point when it 

recognized that it could not grant relief based on Plaintiffs’ requests for substantive 

relief raised for the first time on remand. Revised PI Opinion, App.16. 
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Third, Sections 8 and 9 of the revised injunction require the County to release 

arrestees who are detained without an individualized hearing for even a moment 

beyond 48 hours, but this Court’s opinion and model injunction do not require such 

release and in fact specifically contemplate that some arrestees may be detained 

beyond 48 hours due to exigent circumstances. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 164, 166. 

Moreover, County of Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44 (1991), held that 

arrestees do not have an automatic right to release if they have been detained for 48 

hours without a probable cause hearing, id. at 57, and this Court forbade “an 

expansion of the right already afforded detainees under the Fourth Amendment by 

McLaughlin,” ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 160. Yet the revised injunction expands the 

right afforded under McLaughlin. 

The Section 8 and 9 release order does not even address—and certainly is not 

narrowly tailored to remedy—Plaintiffs’ constitutional claim. Plaintiffs’ sole 

constitutional claim concerns the alleged detention of indigents, who (Plaintiffs 

claim) are discriminated against when they are detained because they cannot afford 

money bail. But as discussed, the arrestees subject to the release order of Sections 8 

and 9 are arrestees who are detained based on their offense and risk level (because 

they are not eligible for a presumption of personal bond and thus, pursuant to the 

initial bail schedule, are detained until a hearing regardless of their ability to afford 
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money bail). The relief ordered simply has no bearing on any due process or equal 

protection problem in the treatment of indigent and non-indigent arrestees. 

Fourth, although this Court expressly rejected injunctive relief requiring the 

release of arrestees, Section 16 of the revised injunction creates a revolving door by 

requiring Harris County to repeatedly release arrestees who have a proven track 

record of failing to appear and are rearrested “on misdemeanor charges only or on 

warrants for failing to appear while released before trial on bond.” Revised PI, 

App.8. Thus, Section 16 makes explicit that which is implicit in Sections 7, 8, and 

9: Harris County must even release arrestees who are arrested on warrants because 

they failed to appear, or who are arrested on new misdemeanor charges while at large 

after failing to appear, for a pending misdemeanor charge. 

B. The Revised Injunction Exceeds Limitations on a Federal Court’s 
Power To Enter Equitable Relief Against States. 

 
This Court has already identified “the equitable remedy necessary” to fully 

“cure the constitutional infirmities arising under both [the Due Process and Equal 

Protection] clauses” in this case. ODonnell, 892 F3d at 163. This remedy does not 

consist of an order releasing misdemeanor arrestees, but rather consists only of “the 

constitutionally-necessary procedures to engage in a case-by-case evaluation of a 

given arrestee’s circumstances ….” Id. Accordingly, the District Court “abused its 

discretion in crafting an injunction that” ordered release and thus “was not ‘narrowly 

tailor[ed] … to remedy the specific action which gives rise to the order.’ ” Id. at 164 
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(alteration in original) (quoting John Doe #1 v. Veneman, 380 F.3d 807, 818 (5th 

Cir. 2004)). 

Because a procedure-focused remedy fully cures the constitutional violations, 

the District Court lacks the power to provide additional relief in the form of a release 

order. Injunctions against state or local governments “must of course be limited to 

the inadequacy that produced the injury in fact that the plaintiff has established.” 

Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 357 (1996). See also Califano v. Yamasaki, 442 U.S. 

682, 702 (1979) (“[T]he scope of injunctive relief is dictated by the extent of the 

violation established ….”). The Fourteen Judges are thus likely to establish that the 

District Court has “abuse[d] its discretion” by once again “issu[ing] an injunction 

that ‘is not narrowly tailored to remedy the specific action which gives rise to the 

order as determined by the substantive law at issue.’ ” ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 155 

(quoting Scott v. Schedler, 826 F.3d 207, 211 (5th Cir. 2016)). 

C. The Revised Injunction Violates Younger. 

The Fourteen Judges are also likely to succeed because the District Court’s 

substantive release order violates Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (1971). This 

Court’s holding that there was no Younger problem in the prior appeal was premised 

on its determination that Plaintiffs sought only “improvement of pretrial procedures 

and practice” and the imposition of “nondiscretionary procedural safeguards.” 

ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 156 (brackets omitted). The revised injunction, however, 
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imposes substantive relief in the form of a right to release for the seven categories 

of arrestees presumptively eligible for release on unsecured personal bond. 

The Supreme Court and the Fifth Circuit have squarely held that Younger bars 

systemic challenges to pretrial detention due to the imposition of excessive bail. 

O’Shea v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 488, 491-92, 502 (1974); Tarter v. Hury, 646 F.2d 

1010, 1013 (5th Cir. 1981). Tarter specifically emphasized that Younger abstention 

applies to such claims because “the amount of bail prescribed for each criminal 

defendant depends on the peculiar facts and circumstances of his case,” and “the 

setting of bail requires ad hoc decisions committed to the discretion of judges.” 

Tarter, 646 F.2d at 1013. Section 7 of the revised injunction effectively strips Harris 

County magistrates of their discretion to consider whether the bail schedule’s 

presumption holds in individual cases covered by Section 7, requiring instead that 

presumptive eligibility for release on a personal bond be converted to conclusive 

entitlement to release. 

“To overcome the presumption in favor of abstention” in the face of pending 

state criminal proceedings, “the federal plaintiff must show that he had no 

opportunity to litigate the federal issue in state court.” Despain v. Johnston, 731 F.2d 

1171, 1178 (5th Cir. 1984) (emphasis added). Because Plaintiffs did not attempt to 

bring their claims in state court, they bear the burden of establishing that they had 

no opportunity to do so. Bice v. Louisiana Pub. Def. Bd., 677 F.3d 712, 718-19 (5th 
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Cir. 2012). Plaintiffs have not attempted to meet that burden. Nor could they: Texas 

law provides misdemeanor arrestees with numerous opportunities to challenge the 

imposition of secured money bail and the timeliness of misdemeanor bail 

proceedings, including at their bail hearings before a Hearing Officer with automatic 

review by a County Judge, and through state habeas review. See supra at 12; TEX. 

CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 11.09, 11.11. 

The District Court nevertheless concluded that Younger does not bar the relief 

afforded in its revised injunction because it will not “impede pending or future 

prosecutions.” Revised PI Opinion, App.28 (quoting Pugh v. Rainwater, 483 F.2d 

778, 781 (5th Cir. 1973)). But releasing individuals on unsecured bail surely will 

impede pending prosecutions by lessening individuals’ incentives to appear for trial. 

In any event, the Supreme Court in O’Shea squarely rejected such a narrow view of 

the impact federal injunctions have on state court proceedings. Acknowledging that 

the relief sought in O’Shea was not the same as “the request for injunctive relief 

from an ongoing state prosecution against the federal plaintiff” at issue in Younger, 

the Supreme Court detailed at length the ways in which injunctive relief directed at 

pre-trial procedures, including bail, would still violate the principles of comity that 

demand abstention. O’Shea, 414 U.S. at 501-02; see also Wallace v. Kern, 520 F.2d 

400, 406-07 (2d Cir. 1975). 
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D. The Revised Injunction Violates Preiser. 

The Fourteen Judges are also likely to succeed in their appeal because the 

revised injunction violates Preiser v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 475 (1973), by requiring 

the County to release (1) indigent arrestees who are presumptively eligible for 

release on personal bond under the bond schedule, and (2) arrestees who are detained 

for more than 48 hours before they receive an individualized hearing. Preiser held 

that a prisoner seeking release from confinement may obtain such relief only through 

a habeas petition; such claims are not cognizable under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 

Specifically, Preiser held that “the writ of habeas corpus evolved as a remedy 

available to effect discharge from any confinement contrary to the Constitution or 

fundamental law,” whether “imposed pursuant to conviction” or “prior to trial.” 

Preiser, 411 U.S. at 485-86. Because habeas has “been accepted as the specific 

instrument to obtain release from [unlawful] confinement,” it displaces the general 

cause of action granted by Section 1983 for constitutional torts. Id. at 486. See also 

Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477, 481 (1994). 

The District Court stated that the Fourteen Judges have waived Preiser 

because they failed to raise the argument in response to Plaintiffs’ initial preliminary 

injunction motion. Revised PI Opinion, App.28. But the Court also acknowledged 

Plaintiffs’ concession that the Plaintiffs’ new claim justifying the release order 

granted in Section 7 was not raised during the earlier preliminary injunction 
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proceedings. Id., App.17-18. If Plaintiffs are permitted to raise new claims seeking 

new preliminary relief, then the Fourteen Judges likewise must be allowed to raise 

their own arguments in response, regardless of whether such arguments were 

advanced in response to Plaintiffs’ earlier, different claims. Either neither side can 

raise new arguments, in which case the court should not have entered the relief 

provided in Section 7, or both sides can raise new arguments, in which case Preiser 

bars the relief ordered in Section 7. 

The court below also questioned whether Preiser’s rule was holding or dicta, 

Revised PI Opinion, App.29, but Preiser’s statement of its holding speaks for itself:  

[W]e hold today that when a state prisoner is challenging the very fact or 
duration of his physical imprisonment, and the relief he seeks is a 
determination that he is entitled to immediate release or a speedier release 
from that imprisonment, his sole federal remedy is a writ of habeas corpus.  

 
411 U.S. at 500. The Supreme Court has reaffirmed this rule numerous times. E.g., 

Wilkinson v. Dotson, 544 U.S. 74, 78, 79 (2005); Heck, 512 U.S. at 481. The District 

Court read Heck as calling Preiser’s rule into doubt, see Revised PI Opinion, 

App.29, but that is not so. While Heck declined to follow dicta in Preiser discussing 

whether damages are available under Section 1983 (contra Preiser’s dicta, Heck 

held that in certain circumstances they would be), it reaffirmed Preiser’s central 

holding that “a state prisoner who challenges the fact or duration of his confinement 

and seeks immediate or speedier release” may proceed only in habeas. Heck, 512 

U.S. at 481. 
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The District Court also attempted to distinguish Preiser on the ground that 

Plaintiffs bring a “broad-based attack” on general rules and procedures rather than a 

“narrow attack on the procedure followed in a single hearing.” Revised PI Opinion, 

App.30 (quotation marks and brackets omitted). But even in broad-based attacks, 

“resolution of the factual allegations and legal issues necessary to decide the Section 

1983 claim may, in effect, automatically entitle one or more claimants to immediate 

or earlier release.” Serio v. Members of La. State Bd. of Pardons, 821 F.2d 1112, 

1119 (5th Cir. 1987). “Such claims must also be pursued initially through habeas 

corpus.” Id. 

The District Court denied that relief ordered in Section 7 may, in effect, 

“ ‘automatically entitle one or more claimants to immediate or earlier release’ ….” 

Revised PI Opinion, App.30 (quoting Serio, 821 F.2d at 1119). But the injunction 

expressly and unambiguously requires that certain arrestees “must promptly be 

released.” Revised PI §§ 7, 8, App.5-6. The District Court’s revised injunction, like 

its original injunction, requires “the release of numerous detainees.” ODonnell, 892 

F.3d at 155. Even if the relief ordered in Section 7 could properly be characterized 

as “procedural” (and it cannot), that does not remove it from Preiser’s ambit, 

because it “necessarily impl[ies] the invalidity of” the detention by requiring the 

release of certain individuals. See Edwards v. Balisok, 520 U.S. 641, 646-47 (1997). 
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Finally, the District Court pointed out that individuals released on bail are still 

“confined” for purposes of the habeas statute. Revised PI Opinion, App.30-31. But 

habeas is the exclusive remedy for claims seeking “release” from confinement due 

to inability to pay bail. See, e.g., Curry v. Fannin, 2017 WL 6820154, at *4 (N.D. 

Ala. Dec. 6, 2017), report and recommendation adopted, 2018 WL 317710 (N.D. 

Ala. Jan. 8, 2018); see also Plyler v. Moore, 129 F.3d 728, 733 (4th Cir. 1997); 

Graham v. Broglin, 922 F.2d 379, 381 (7th Cir. 1991); 3 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, 

COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND *133 (“[T]he court upon an habeas 

corpus may examine into [the] validity [of every commitment]; and according to the 

circumstances of the case may discharge, admit to bail, or remand the prisoner.”). 

Indeed, claims seeking release of any sort, even if only into a “different form of 

custody,” are barred by Preiser. 411 U.S. at 486 & n.7; see also Nettles v. Grounds, 

788 F.3d 992, 998 (9th Cir. 2015), on reh’g en banc, 830 F.3d 922 (9th Cir. 2016). 

E. The Revised Injunction Violates the Eighth Amendment. 

The Fourteen Judges are also likely to succeed in this appeal because the 

revised injunction’s provisions ordering the release of arrestees is available only, if 

at all, under the Eighth Amendment, but Plaintiffs have not brought an Eighth 

Amendment claim. Indeed, Plaintiffs have already conceded to this Court that their 

claims for substantive relief are “materially identical” to an Excessive Bail claim 

under the Eighth Amendment. Brief for Appellees at 30, No. 17-20333 (5th Cir. 
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Aug. 2, 2017). When a plaintiff’s claim falls within a specific “source[ ] of 

constitutional protection against … governmental conduct,” the “claim must then be 

judged by reference to the specific constitutional standard which governs that right, 

rather than to some generalized … standard” fashioned from the Fourteenth 

Amendment. Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 394 (1989). 

The District Court suggested that our argument under the Eighth Amendment 

“appears to be inconsistent with the Fifth Circuit’s opinion.” Revised PI Opinion, 

App.31. To the contrary, this Court’s decision makes clear that Plaintiffs’ new 

claims for substantive relief from unaffordable bail are barred by the Eighth 

Amendment. Plaintiffs’ previous claims did not have to be brought under the Eighth 

Amendment, according to this Court, only because under Pugh v. Rainwater, 572 

F.2d 1053, 1057 (5th Cir. 1978) (en banc), those who cannot afford secured money 

bail may not be detained “without meaningful consideration of other possible 

alternatives”—i.e., without sufficient procedural protections. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 

157. The Eighth Amendment does not bar procedural relief—which is all that this 

Court’s model preliminary injunction opinion required—but it indisputably does bar 

requests for substantive relief. And the District Court’s release order indisputably 

provides substantive relief, for it automatically entitles the specified arrestees to be 

released. 
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The District Court also suggested that its release order is not barred by the 

Eighth Amendment because “[t]he County is not limited from imposing 

unaffordable bail under the amended preliminary injunction order,” but rather that 

“[w]hat the County cannot do is discriminate on the basis of wealth or detain 

misdemeanor arrestees under an automatically imposed bail schedule without a 

hearing and individual assessment.” Revised PI Opinion, App.32. If the District 

Court’s revised order required only “a hearing and individual assessment,” id., the 

Eighth Amendment would not bar it. But the revised injunction requires release, 

plano. 

The District Court’s revised injunction acknowledges that the purpose of 

Section 7 is to address alleged wealth-based discrimination, i.e., “the problem of 

misdemeanor arrestees who are not able to pay secured money bail from being 

detained longer than those able to pay secured money bail before receiving a hearing 

and individual assessment in accordance with Section (6).” Revised PI, App.5. The 

Eighth Amendment forecloses relief based on this supposed “problem” because the 

Eighth Amendment provides that this is not a constitutional problem at all. The 

reason is straightforward. 

The Supreme Court has long recognized that “the modern practice of requiring 

a bail bond or the deposit of a sum of money subject to forfeiture serves as additional 

assurance of the presence of an accused.” Stack v. Boyle, 342 U.S. 1, 5 (1951). The 
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use of secured money bail is therefore constitutional. The Fifth Circuit has likewise 

held that government may constitutionally impose bail in excess of what arrestees 

can afford, see, e.g., United States v. McConnell, 842 F.2d 105, 107 (5th Cir. 1988); 

Simon v. Woodson, 454 F.2d 161, 166 (5th Cir. 1972), and it has upheld the use of 

bail schedules that include secured financial conditions of release, Rainwater, 572 

F.2d at 1057. Because, in any money bail system, some but not all arrestees will be 

able to afford bail, the Eighth Amendment ban on “excessive bail” necessarily 

contemplates and permits circumstances where arrestees who post bail are released 

while those who cannot post bail are not released. Plaintiffs’ claims thus depend 

upon finding constitutional infirmity with a practice that the Eighth Amendment 

permits, and it is therefore barred under Graham. 

F. The Constitution Does Not Require the Mandatory Release of 
Arrestees Who Cannot Afford Money Bail. 

 
The Fourteen Judges are also likely to succeed on the merits because, even if 

the District Court had the power to entertain Plaintiffs’ claims notwithstanding 

Younger, and even if the District Court could grant pretrial release under Section 

1983 notwithstanding Preiser, and even if that relief could be ordered under the 

Fourteenth Amendment rather than the Eighth, the Fourteenth Amendment does not 

require the release of misdemeanor arrestees who cannot afford money bail. 

1. The Due Process Clause cannot justify the District Court’s relief. As an 

initial matter, even the District Court has admitted that “[b]asing relief on 
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substantive due process is improper at this stage” because “the plaintiffs’ claims and 

the court’s conclusions do not rely on substantive due process.” Revised PI Opinion, 

App.27 (quoting Initial PI Opinion, App.212). Indeed, although Plaintiffs did not 

raise substantive due process in support of their initial preliminary injunction motion 

in the District Court, they attempted to make substantive due process the centerpiece 

of their earlier appellate brief in this Court. See Brief for Appellees at 17-39, No. 17-

20333 (5th Cir. Aug. 2, 2017). But this Court, like the District Court, recognized that 

Plaintiffs’ claims sound only in procedural due process and equal protection. See, 

e.g., ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 155, 157, 161. 

Nor can procedural due process provide a basis for this Court’s release order. 

That constitutional guarantee, as this Court held, requires only procedural 

safeguards, not a substantive right to release. Moreover, this Court held that 

Plaintiffs’ only liberty interest cognizable at this stage is the liberty interest, created 

under Texas law, to “a right to bail on ‘sufficient sureties.’ ” Id. at 158. This, the 

Court held, “does not create an automatic right to pretrial release.” Id. (emphasis 

added). Yet the District Court’s revised injunction creates such an automatic right to 

pretrial release. 

2. The District Court suggested that the release order in its revised 

preliminary injunction is justified under the Equal Protection Clause because 

arrestees “who are able to pay the initial secured bail amounts, are released before 
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their hearing and individual assessment, while the misdemeanor arrestees who are 

not able to pay initial bail amounts are detained until a hearing and individual 

assessment, up to 48 hours after arrest.” Revised PI Opinion, App.19-20. 

As an initial matter, the pretrial detention for up to 48 hours of misdemeanor 

arrestees who are not able to pay secured money bail is expressly contemplated by 

this Court’s model preliminary injunction. The District Court’s order thus effectively 

declares this Court’s model injunction unconstitutional. 

The District Court’s new release order addresses an alleged equal protection 

violation that is completely unrelated to the equal protection violation that the 

District Court found during the previous preliminary injunction proceedings and that 

this Court affirmed on appeal. Again, this Court recognized only one equal 

protection violation, i.e., “the County’s mechanical application of the secured bail 

schedule without regard for the individual arrestee’s personal circumstances.” 

ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 163. This Court held that the relief must be narrowly tailored 

to address this problem by requiring procedural protections to ensure individualized 

assessment, and it vacated as “overbroad” the prior release order. Id.  

The District Court’s new equal protection rationale fails on its own terms too. 

The District Court held that equal protection principles preclude the wealth-based 

distinction inherent in Harris County’s bail system (and in all bail systems): the 

prompt release of those who can provide secured money bail while those who cannot 
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are detained for up to 48 hours for an individualized hearing at which the Hearing 

Officer considers whether release on unsecured personal bond would be appropriate. 

Revised PI Opinion, App.19-20. But any claim based on this feature of Harris 

County’s bail practices is foreclosed by this Court’s en banc decision in Rainwater. 

That decision upheld the constitutionality of bail schedules that permit “speedy and 

convenient release for those who have no difficulty in meeting[ ] its requirements.” 

572 F.2d at 1057. The Rainwater Court was untroubled by the brief detention of 

arrestees who cannot post the scheduled bail amount, requiring that they be afforded 

only “meaningful consideration of other possible alternatives.” Id. And McLaughlin, 

500 U.S. at 57, and ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 160, establish that the County has, at a 

minimum, 48 hours after arrest to provide the individualized bail assessment, during 

which the arrestee may be detained. 

Rainwater also forecloses Plaintiffs’ new argument, adopted in the revised 

preliminary injunction, that even if the Constitution permits the detention of 

arrestees who cannot afford money bail after an individualized hearing, it 

nevertheless prohibits the detention of arrestees who cannot afford money bail 

before an individualized hearing. The revised preliminary injunction is justified only 

if the Constitution prohibits the use of secured money bail prior to a hearing. Indeed, 

the Court’s revised injunction gives Harris County only two choices: either detain 

all arrestees in the class identified in Section 7, including those who have provided 
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sufficient sureties by posting bond (thus violating their rights), or release all such 

arrestees without requiring any of them to post bond (a result that is flatly 

inconsistent with Rainwater). 

The District Court’s equal protection rationale also proves too much, as the 

court itself acknowledged when counsel for Plaintiffs first argued on remand that 

equal protection required the prompt release of some misdemeanor arrestees who 

cannot afford money bail. Hearing Tr. 17 (June 14, 2018), App.290. The District 

Court correctly recognized that this argument “would seem, if you push on it not 

very hard, to say nobody can be subjected to secured money bail, and that is not what 

the Fifth Circuit said I could do.” Id. at 18:7-10, App.291. In other words, the 

claimed equal protection violation that forms the basis for the immediate release of 

those presumptively eligible for release on a personal bond would necessarily justify 

the release of all arrestees, but “that is not what the Fifth Circuit said [the District 

Court] could do.” Id. 

Nor can the District Court’s rationale be limited to the 48-hour period between 

arrest and an individualized bail hearing. The revised injunction appears to permit 

Harris County to detain arrestees who cannot afford secured money bail if the 

unaffordable bail amount is imposed after an individualized hearing. But if the 

government engages in unconstitutional “wealth-based discriminatory practices” 

when it releases arrestees who can afford secured money bail but detains those who 
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cannot pending an individualized bail hearing, Revised PI Opinion, App.20, then 

unaffordable money bail is unconstitutional regardless of whether it is imposed prior 

to a hearing and pursuant to a bail schedule (which is constitutional, Rainwater, 572 

F.2d at 1057), or after an individualized hearing. 

Nor can the County’s designation of arrestees in seven specified categories as 

“presumptively” eligible for release on personal bonds justify automatic release. 

Presumptive is not the same as conclusive, and after individualized review, a 

significant portion of arrestees in these categories are determined by Hearing 

Officers to be ineligible for release on a personal bond. And as previously noted, this 

Court held that Harris County is entitled to detain arrestees for up to 48 hours to 

provide the required individualized assessment to decide whether the presumption 

holds in each particular case. 

The equal protection argument fails for several other reasons too. First, the 

Eighth Amendment permits the supposed wealth-based discrimination underlying 

the release order in Section 7, and the Fourteenth Amendment did not overrule the 

Eighth. Second, any difference in treatment between those who can and cannot 

afford money bail is simply a disparate impact of a facially neutral policy—the bail 

schedule applies to all misdemeanor arrestees—and disparate impact alone cannot 

give rise to liability under the Equal Protection Clause. See, e.g., Washington v. 

Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 239 (1976). Third, even if Plaintiffs’ disparate impact claim 
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were cognizable, only rational basis review applies to a policy that “discriminates 

on the basis of wealth,” Revised PI Opinion, App.19. “Neither prisoners nor 

indigents constitute a suspect class,” Carson v. Johnson, 112 F.3d 818, 821-22 (5th 

Cir. 1997), and arrestees do not have a fundamental right to pretrial release without 

first “giving adequate assurance” and posting sufficient surety that they will stand 

trial, Stack, 342 U.S. at 4; Rainwater, 572 F.2d at 1057. Fourth, under binding 

precedent, only rational basis review applies to an indigent’s equal protection 

challenge to a statute resulting in the indigent’s prolonged detention on account of 

inability to afford bail. See, e.g., McGinnis v. Royster, 410 U.S. 263, 270 (1973); 

Schilb v. Kuebel, 404 U.S. 357, 369 & n.12 (1971); Smith v. United States Parole 

Comm’n, 752 F.2d 1056, 1058-59 (5th Cir. 1985); Doyle v. Elsea, 658 F.2d 512, 518 

(7th Cir. 1981).5 Fifth, under rational basis review, or even under heightened 

scrutiny, Plaintiffs cannot make an adequate showing to justify the release of 

misdemeanor arrestees who claim they cannot afford money bail, particularly in light 

of the alarming failure-to-appear rates that have resulted from this Court’s 

preliminary injunction. See, e.g., Wells Decl. tbls. 1-34 (May 21, 2018), App.403-

                                                           
5 This Court indicated that heightened scrutiny applies to an equal protection 

claim based on indigence without “meaningful consideration of other possible 
alternatives.” ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 161 (quoting Rainwater, 572 F.2d at 1057); see 
also id. at 162 n.6. That analysis does not govern Plaintiffs’ new claim based on the 
alleged disparate treatment stemming from the mere fact that the arrestee cannot 
afford secured money bail. The scrutiny required for that claim is set forth in 
McGinnis, Schilb, and Smith. 
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36. Sixth, the jurisdiction-wide proof of failure-to-appear rates that Plaintiffs have 

relied upon is legally insufficient to prove discrimination in any particular case, 

McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 292 (1987), and thus it cannot justify the release 

of any individual arrestee. 

The Constitution does not require the abolition of money bail—a liberty 

promoting device recognized since the days of Magna Carta—simply because not 

everyone can afford to provide money bail as sufficient sureties for his or her pretrial 

release. Pretrial detention of arrestees who cannot post money bail has been an 

inherent consequence of bail systems for centuries, and it is specifically 

contemplated by the Eighth Amendment. Nor does the Constitution require—or 

even permit—forcing those who can provide sufficient sureties in the form of 

secured money bail to sit in jail for some period of time to create an “equality” with 

those who cannot afford money bail or otherwise provide sufficient sureties. This 

Court held that Texas has created a liberty interest in pretrial release only upon the 

provision of sufficient sureties. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 158. Due process entitles 

those who can provide such financial sureties to vindication of that liberty interest 

through prompt release. 

Far from remedying a wealth-based distinction, the revised injunction actually 

creates such a distinction, for it expressly treats arrestees differently according to 

wealth, requiring that (1) arrestees in the seven presumptive personal bond 
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categories who cannot pay the scheduled amount of bail must be released, while 

(2) otherwise similarly situated arrestees in the same seven categories who are able 

to afford a secured bond in the scheduled amount must post such a bond or remain 

in pretrial detention. Revised Injunction at 5-6, App.5-6. To borrow the Supreme 

Court’s language from another context, such an injunction codifies “inverse 

discrimination since it would enable an indigent to avoid both the [bond amount] 

and [detention] for nonpayment whereas other defendants” must pay bond or be 

detained. Williams v. Illinois, 399 U.S. 235, 244 (1970). 

G. The Constitution Does Not Require the Mandatory Release of 
Arrestees Detained More than 48 Hours Without a Hearing. 

 
Finally, the Fourteen Judges are likely to succeed in their appeal of Sections 

8, 9, and 16 of the revised preliminary injunction because the Fourteenth 

Amendment does not require the automatic release of arrestees who are detained 

more than 48 hours before they are afforded an individualized hearing regardless of 

the justification for the delay. 

The Supreme Court held in McLaughlin that arrestees have a right to a 

probable cause hearing soon after arrest, and that “judicial determinations of 

probable cause within 48 hours of arrest will, as a general matter, comply with the 

promptness requirement of Gerstein [v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103 (1975)].” McLaughlin, 

500 U.S. at 56. McLaughlin then specifically considered the relief that should obtain 

if a hearing is not held within 48 hours of arrest, and it did not require release. 
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Instead, “[w]here an arrested individual does not receive a probable cause 

determination within 48 hours, … the burden shifts to the government to 

demonstrate the existence of a bona fide emergency or other extraordinary 

circumstance.” Id. at 57. And even then, McLaughlin did not suggest that the failure 

to demonstrate extraordinary circumstance somehow required automatic release. Id. 

Even if McLaughlin alone did not resolve the issue, this Court’s model 

preliminary injunction opinion makes clear that pretrial detainees do not have greater 

rights to a speedy bail hearing than they do to a speedy probable cause hearing. As 

this Court emphasized, “McLaughlin explicitly included bail hearings within this [48 

hour] deadline,” and it held that it would not countenance “an expansion of the right 

already afforded detainees under the Fourth Amendment by McLaughlin.” 

ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 160. But the District Court’s revised injunction expands the 

right afforded in McLaughlin to include, contra McLaughlin, the additional right to 

release whenever an arrestee is not provided an individualized hearing within 48 

hours of arrest, regardless of the County’s justification. 

Moreover, this Court’s model injunction plainly contemplates the practical 

reality that some arrestees might be detained without a hearing beyond 48 hours after 

arrest, for it requires the County to report “misdemeanor defendants identified above 

for whom a timely individual assessment has not been held,” and it further states that 
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“[a] pattern of delays might warrant further relief from the district court.” ODonnell, 

892 F.3d at 166 (emphasis added). 

Further, as noted supra at 26-27, the Sections 8 and 9 release order does not 

remedy—and certainly is not narrowly tailored to remedy—any conceivable equal 

protection violation. The order requires the release of a class of arrestees who are 

detained not because they cannot afford bail but rather because, be they rich or poor, 

their criminal charge and risk level require their detention until a hearing before a 

Hearing Officer.  

Indeed, if the Constitution requires release whenever an arrestee does not 

receive a bail hearing within 48 hours of arrest, the federal Bail Reform Act is itself 

unconstitutional. That Act expressly permits pretrial detention for up to five days or 

more before a detention hearing is held. 18 U.S.C. § 3142(f)(2)(B). Either the Bail 

Reform Act is unconstitutional, or Sections 8, 9, and 16 of the District Court’s 

preliminary injunction must be stayed (and eventually vacated). 

II. The Irreparable Harm to Appellants and the Public Favor a Stay. 

A stay is also warranted because in the absence of a stay, both the Fourteen 

Judges and the public will suffer irreparable harm. This is so for at least three 

reasons. 

First, Sections 7, 8, 9, and 16 of the revised injunction threaten public safety 

and the orderly administration of justice. These provisions of the revised injunction 
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order the prompt release of certain arrestees without any review or individualized 

assessment by a magistrate. During the year that the preliminary injunction has been 

in effect, 44.65% of arrestees released on unsecured bonds pursuant to the 

preliminary injunction have had bonds forfeited for failure to appear, compared to 

only 9.85% of arrestees who provided a secured money bond. Wells Decl. tbl. 1 

(May 21, 2018), App.403. Similarly, 49.3% of all unsecured bonds issued pursuant 

to the preliminary injunction have been forfeited because the arrestee failed to 

appear, while only 10.02% of secured money bonds were forfeited for that same 

reason. Wells Decl. ¶¶ 6, 7 (May 3, 2018), App.438.  

To be sure, because Section 7 applies only to lower risk arrestees who are 

presumptively eligible for release on personal bond, the failure-to-appear rates for 

arrestees released pursuant to Section 7 of the revised injunction absent a stay will 

presumably be somewhat lower than the non-appearance rates Harris County has 

experienced under the prior order mandating the release of virtually all arrestees. But 

Section 7 only has bite in those cases in which, absent the District Court’s order, 

individualized consideration would have led a Hearing Officer to decide the bail 

schedule’s presumption of personal bond was overcome and secured money bail was 

necessary to ensure appearance and protect public safety. It is not unreasonable to 

expect failure-to-appear rates for those arrestees to be similar to the rates 

experienced under the District Court’s broader release order. These failure-to-appear 
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rates make it more difficult for Harris County to bring criminals to justice, they 

undermine the County’s ability to operate a functioning criminal justice system, and 

they endanger public safety. 

Second, Sections 7, 8, 9, and 16 of the revised injunction unnecessarily enjoin 

the enforcement of state law, and “[w]hen a statute is enjoined, the State necessarily 

suffers the irreparable harm of denying the public interest in the enforcement of its 

laws.” Planned Parenthood of Greater Tex. Surgical Health Servs. v. Abbott, 734 

F.3d 406, 419 (5th Cir. 2013); see also Veasey v. Perry, 769 F.3d 890, 895 (5th Cir. 

2014). The revised preliminary injunction enjoins the enforcement of Texas law in 

many ways: 

• The Texas Constitution requires that arrestees for non-capital offenses “shall 
be bailable by sufficient sureties.” TEX. CONST. art. I, § 11. This constitutional 
guarantee “does not create an automatic right to pretrial release.” ODonnell, 
892 F.3d at 158. However, the revised injunction creates an automatic right to 
release that is forbidden under Texas law. 

• Texas law grants Hearing Officers and County Judges discretion to determine 
whether bail shall be secured or unsecured. TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 
17.03(a). The injunction overrides this provision by requiring outright release 
on unsecured bond. 

• Texas law requires Hearing Officers and County Judges to set bail by “taking 
into account the various factors required by Texas state law (only one of which 
is ability to pay).” ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 163; see also TEX. CODE CRIM. 
PROC. art. 17.15; Local Rule 4.2.3.1 (Aug. 2017), App.453. Again, the 
injunction overrides these provisions by making ability to pay the determining 
factor, and by requiring release. 

• Texas law permits bail in excess of what an arrestee can afford, because it 
provides that if the required “security be not given, the magistrate shall make 
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an order committing the accused to jail to be kept safely until legally 
discharged.” TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 17.27; see also id. art. 17.09. But 
the injunction prohibits, for many arrestees, bail in excess of what the arrestee 
can afford. 

Third, a stay of the injunction pending appeal will protect the public interest. 

“As the State is the appealing party, its interest and harm merges with that of the 

public.” Planned Parenthood, 734 F.3d at 419. Accordingly, the public interest 

favors an order staying Sections 7, 8, 9, and 16 of the Court’s preliminary injunction.  

III. Plaintiffs Will Not Suffer Irreparable Harm. 

Finally, staying Sections 7, 8, 9, and 16 of the revised preliminary injunction 

pending appeal will not prejudice the Plaintiff Class. This Court has already held 

that procedural relief in the form of individualized consideration fully “cure[s] the 

constitutional infirmities arising under [the due process and equal protection] 

clauses” in this case, and the Court’s model injunction included no provisions 

requiring the release of any arrestee. ODonnell, 892 F.3d at 163. Accordingly, the 

Plaintiff Class cannot possibly suffer any prejudice if this Court places those class 

members exactly where it has already held they are entitled to be pending a trial on 

the merits. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Fourteen Judges respectfully request that this Court stay Sections 7, 8, 9, 

and 16 of the revised preliminary injunction pending appeal. We also respectfully 

request that the Court immediately enter an administrative stay of those provisions 

while the Court considers and rules upon this application for a stay pending appeal. 
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